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Possible Conservation of theK-Quantum Number in Excited Rotating Nuclei
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The g cascades feeding into low-K and high-K bands in 163Er are investigated analyzing variances
and covariance of the spectrum fluctuations. From a large data set of 109 triple coincidences,g-g
coincidence spectra gated by resolved low-lying rotational bands are analyzed. Low-K bands are found
to be fed by a much larger effective number of cascades than high-K bands. The covariance between
pairs of gated spectra shows that the cascades feeding low-K bands are different from those feeding
the high-K bands. The persistence of theK-selection rules for the excited rotational bands within the
angular momentum region30h̄ # I # 40h̄ is suggested as explanation.

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 24.80.+y, 27.70.+q
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In well deformed rare earth nuclei, up to about 20 ind
vidual rotational bands are now identified, yielding info
mation on the interplay between rotation, superfluity, a
quantum numbers of the intrinsic configurations. Add
tional information about rotation at thermal energy high
than that covered by the resolved bands has been obta
recently through the study of the overall shape [1] a
fluctuations [2] of the unresolved quasicontinuum in c
incident g-g energy spectra. These studies have sho
unambiguously that the rotational transition strength g
progressively fragmented with increasing excitation e
ergy above yrast. This fragmentation of the rotation
strength is a manifestation of a damping of the rotation
motion [3,4].

The g decay among the cold discrete rotational ban
is governed by selection rules associated with the qu
tum numbers of the intrinsic structure. However, at e
citation energies high above the yrast line, such select
rules may be lost. Here the very large level density impli
a strong fragmentation of the rotational decay [5], and t
fragmented rotational states might have intrinsic structu
that are a random combination of the available configu
tions [6].

In the present Letter a first attempt is made to inve
tigate the validity of selection rules for unresolved ro
tational bands, and forg-ray transitions in the damped
region. We shall concentrate the discussion on the p
jection K of the angular momentum on the nuclear sym
metry axis. Recently, the persistence of theK-quantum
number for neutron resonance states has attracted
newed interest [7,8]. Our study addresses a complem
tary problem, namely, theK-quantum number for nuclear
states at higher rotational frequency and lower therm
energy.
4 0031-9007y96y76(8)y1204(4)$06.00
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In 163Er two deformation aligned bands withK  19
2

have been identified recently, denotedK1 and K2 in
Ref. [9]. (The interpretation in [9] of the nature ofK2 is
changed with the present data set [10].) The two ban
have an excitation energy above yrast varying betwe
0.8 and 1.4 MeV, thus extending into the region whe
rotational damping should be dominating. This makes
163Er nucleus an attractive case to study the interact
between highK and low K and in more detail the
problem of rotational band mixing (rotational damping
and its configuration dependence. The present stud
based on a new measurement of triple coincidences og

transitions emitted by163Er. Count fluctuations ofEg1 3

Eg2 spectra gated by selected low lying rotational ban
are analyzed. For the first time,convariancebetween
spectra derived from different gates are analyzed. T
covariance information provides a measure of how t
cascades feeding into different selected bands are sim
The high-K bands are found to be preceded by casca
originated from rotational bands that are different fro
those feeding into low-K bands.

Threefold and higher folds ofg-ray coincidences were
collected using the GA.SP multidetector array at t
Tandem Accelerator Laboratory of Legnaro (Italy). Th
detector system consists of 40 Compton suppressed
detectors, surrounding a 4p multiplicity filter and g-ray
calorimeter of 80 BGO crystals. The reaction employ
was 18O 1 150Nd with a bombarding energyEbeam 
87 MeV leading to the population of162,163Er as the
main evaporation residua. A total of 109 triplefold
and higher fold events were collected. In order
minimize the contribution from delayedg rays and
neutron induced events an energy dependent gate on
time of flight measured relative to the multiplicity filte
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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was applied. A partial separation of the163Er and 162Er
channels was obtained by placing appropriate gates on
coincidence fold and sum energy distributions measu
by the multiplicity filter. Making use of theRADWARE

programs [11] a large number of new transitions we
identified and the extended level schemes of162,163Er will
be discussed in Ref. [10].

The excitation energy relative to a rigid rotor of th
most intensely observed bands of163Er is given in Fig. 1,
as a function of spinI. For the present analysis, th
data are sorted into a number of two-dimensionalEg1 3

Eg2 spectra gated by low lying transitions in bands
both low-K and high-K quantum numbers, as indicate
in Fig. 1. SinceK2 interacts with K4 at I ø 21.5h̄
(Eg ø 600 keV) the feeding intoK2 is mainly from the
more strongly populatedK4 [10]. Each spectrum is then
corrected for the background under the gate-selected pe
by subtracting properly normalized background spec
chosen from narrow gates around the peaks. The Com
and other uncorrelated events are reduced by the stan
COR treatment [12].

The fluctuations of counts in each channel of the
2D spectra, expressed as variance and covariance,
evaluated by the programSTATFIT [4] and stored in 2D
spectra. One additional option is applied: All pairs

FIG. 1. Excitation energy vs spin for the most strong
populated bands in163Er, relative to a rigid reference with
F2  63.3 MeV21 h̄2. The gates used for the low lying part
of the cascades are shown by filled symbols. Nilsson labels
valid at low spin only.
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resolved transitions are removed in the triangular sec
Eg1 $ Eg2 with the proper intensity from theg-g spec-
tra, before the fluctuations are extracted, because the fl
tuations are severely affected by the low lying intens
transitions [4]. Since eachg cascade on the average
contributes one count in each4h̄2yF interval, the statistical
moments are evaluated over sectors of4h̄2yF 3 4h̄2yF,
corresponding to60 keV3 60 keV intervals for rare earth
nuclei around163Er.

The correlations in fluctuations between two spectra a
expressed by the covariance of counts, defined as

m2,covsA, Bd ;
1

Nch

X
j

fMjsAd 2 M̃jsAdg

3 fMjsBd 2 M̃jsBdg , (1)

where MsAd and MsBd refer to spectra gated by transi
tions from two different bands,A andB. The sum is over
a region spanning theNch channels (in this case 169) in
the two-dimensional60 keV 3 60 keV window, andM̃
denotes an average spectrum (which in our case is fou
by the routineSTATFIT as a numerical smoothed third or
der approximation to the 2D spectrum). To normalize th
covariance and thereby determine the degree of corre
tion between the two spectra, the correlation coefficie
rsA, Bd is calculated:

rsA, Bd ;
m2,covsA, Bdp

fm2sAd 2 m1sAdg fm2sBd 2 m1sBdg
. (2)

Herem2 denotes the second moment defined for the sa
region Nch, related to the expression for the covarianc
by m2sAd  m2,covsA, Ad. The first momentm1 is the
average ofM over the regionNch. The subtraction of
the first moments in the denominator of (2) corrects f
the direct contribution tom2 from counting statistics,
which is linear in the number of counts. The mor
interesting fluctuations are due to the nature of the fin
number of transitions available to each cascade, and th
contribution tom2 is quadratic in the number of events.

Typical m1, m2, and m2,cov spectra obtained from the
matrices gated by low-K , high-K and yrast transitions
are shown in Fig. 2. One observes that the ridg
valley structure, namely, the typical pattern characterizi
coincidence spectra ofg transitions among rotational
bands [1], is strongly enhanced in the fluctuation spectru
m2 relative to the original average intensity spectrumm1

for both low-K and high-K bands. On the other hand
a remarkable difference exists between the low-K –low-
K covariance, which displays pronounced ridges, and t
low-K –high-K covariance, which varies in a much mor
random way.

From the fluctuation spectra shown by the exampl
in Fig. 2, we first extract the effective number of deca
paths, which eventually feed into the gate-selected ba
The number of decay pathsN

s2d
path having twog transition

with energy lying in a chosen60 keV 3 60 keV window
1205
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Fig. 2. Spectra ofm 1 (left hand side) andm 2 (middle)
obtained from g-g coincidences gated by three differen
bands (named in each panel). They were obtained projec
Eg1 3 Eg2 spectra along thesEg1 1 Eg2dy2 direction onto
the Eg1 2 Eg2 axis, with a width of 60 keV. The averag
transition energy is chosen assEg1 1 Eg2dy2  940 keV. The
right hand side shows the covariance between pairs of ga
spectra, also evaluated in two dimensions, before project
The spectra are not symmetric about 0 because on the r
hand side all known discrete transitions were subtracted be
applying the fluctuation analysis.

in the g-g coincident spectrum is obtained from th
following simple expression:

N
s2d
path 

N
m2ym1 2 1

, (3)

where N is the number of events in a sector4h̄2yF 3

4h̄2yF corrected for the finite resolution of the detecto
[2,4]. The superscript (2) indicates that the number
paths was derived using up to the second moment of
path detection probability. Figure 2 shows that the ridg
in the spectra ofm1, m2, andm2,cov are superimposed on
a background, from which they can be separated. For
valley, corrections for the fluctuations from the countin
statistics of the original raw spectrum as well as from t
background must be taken into account [13].

The numbers of paths obtained from the analysis
the first ridge gated by the different bands are shown
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). They measure the effective num
of discrete, yet unresolved, bands, which eventually w
feed into the gate-selected band. For each of the se
cases, about 10 to 20 such unresolved bands are fo
to exist and the sum of these results is different th
the valueø40 that was obtained from the ungated da
This fact suggests that theg cascades selected with th
different gates have some common paths that, as it wil
discussed below, will give nonzero convariance.

In contrast to the results of the ridge analysis t
number of paths obtained by analyzing the valley region
found to depend significantly on the nuclear configuratio
This result is shown in Fig. 3(c) together with the numb
of paths deduced from the ungated (total)Eg1 3 Eg2
spectrum. As in previous studies for the same region
mass and deformation, a number of paths of the or
of ø104 is found for the total spectrum. This numbe
1206
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FIG. 3. The quantityN
s2d
path extracted from the ridge, (a)

and (b), and the valley (c) analyzes as a function ofEg 
sEg1 1 Eg2dy2, for each selected configuration. The chose
configurations are labeled in the legend.

was reproduced by a schematic calculation assumin
rotational damping width of the order of 100 keV and th
the onset of rotational damping starts atø800 keV above
yrast [2]. The number of paths in the valley of spect
gated by high-K bands is different than that of low-K
bands and about 5 times smaller. A possible explanat
could be related to the fact that differentg-cascade
pathways might be sampled when the gating transitio
of the different bands do not correspond to the same s
(energy) intervals. However, the results corresponding
gates on transitions of low-K bands at low spins [labeled
A in Fig. 3(c)] and to high spins [labeled ABC1 F in
Fig. 3(c)] are very similar and therefore do not suppo
this explanation. Another possibility is that high- an
low-K states do not mix together in the region o
unresolved transitions. In addition, since the number
paths in the valley is expected to be larger in the prese
of rotational damping [2], the smaller number of path
in the valley of high-K bands suggests a reduced mixin
among high-K bands as compared to that of low-K bands.

The covariancem2,cov is illustrated by the two exam-
ples on the right hand side of Fig. 2. Correlation c
efficients [Eq. (2)] have been extracted for the ridge f
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combinations of selected configurations, and the resu
shown in Fig. 4. For the valley, however, the countin
statistics of the present experiment is not good enou
for obtaining reliable results. The correlation coefficie
measures directly how the spectrumMsAd is similar to
spectrumMsBd and can be written in terms of the proba
bilities WisAd and WisBd of following path i when gates
on configurationsA and B are imposed. Its expressio
was derived with a mathematical procedure equivalen
that described in Ref. [4], performing averages over ra
dom transition energies,

rsA, Bd ;
P

i WisAdWisBdp
f
P

i WisAd2g f
P

i WisBd2g
. (4)

Since the path probabilities are all positive,r can only
attain positive values, in the scheme of averaging o
transition energies. One should be aware, however,
with unresolved spectra it is not possible to deci
whether the correlations arise from the sharing of dec
paths, or whether they alternatively are due to ene
correlations between different decay paths. The availa
data on the distribution of transition energies of resolv
rotational bands in the rare earth region support
present assumption of random transition energies, lead
to the expressions of equations [Eqs. (3) and (4)].

The extracted values of the correlation coefficient f
coincident transitions on the ridges are positive for simi
configurations (lowK with low K , and high K with
high K) and approximately zero for the combinatio
low K with high K , showing that there are basically n
cross transitions between theø15 bands feeding high-K
bands [Fig. 3(a)] and theø15 bands feeding low-K bands

FIG. 4. The correlation coefficients extracted from the fi
ridge are plotted as a function ofEg  sEg1 1 Eg2dy2. The
data labeled “low-K –low-K” and “low-K –high-K” refer to
correlation between states with the same paritysp  1, p 
1d, while the “high-K –low-K” points refer to correlations
betweensK1, p  1d andsK2, p  2d states. The error bars
reflect the uncertainties associated to the quantities appearin
expression (2) and were evaluated assuming random trans
energies.
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[Fig. 3(b)]. This result can be interpreted as an effe
of the persistence of a strongK selection rule governing
the rotational bands forming the ridges. These bands
characterized by energy up toø0.8 MeV above yrast
[2] and byg-transition energies corresponding to angu
momentum in the (30–40)h̄ interval.

In summary, the results of the present new covaria
analysis of the ridges and of the fluctuation analysis
the valley show consistently a different behavior of low
and high-K bands. In particular, the covariance of th
ridges indicates that high-K bands are fed in the las
cascade steps by transitions of high-K bands, while the
fluctuations in the valley, probing a warmer part of th
decay cascades, suggest that high-K and low-K states
may not mix together and that the band mixing due
residual interaction (rotational damping) is smaller f
high-K bands. Based on the fact that we obtain for t
valley of low-K bands the same results when we gate
low and on high spin transitions it does not seem very like
that the different findings for low- and high-K bands could
be due to possible changes ing-cascade pathways induce
by differences in spins of the selectedg transitions.

The possible persistence of theK-quantum number sug
gested by this work cannot be explained by simply cons
ering the Coriolis interaction effects that reproduce rath
well the low energy spectra. Similar conclusions onK
conservation at high excitation energies were obtain
from the analysis of neutron resonances [7], although t
work motivated controversial discussions [14]. If inde
K is conserved at high spins and internal energy, the r
son is not yet understood and our new covariance anal
may provide a general tool to address experimentally t
question when many decay paths are available. Furt
more, other aspects as, for example, the mixing betw
superdeformed and normally deformed states in the c
cades which precede the feeding into superdeformed
crete bands, could be studied with this new technique.
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